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Tim-Hewitt Coleman Shares his Views

It gives me a great pleasure to present to you this first newsletter, 
after the wonderful experience of our 2014 SAIA Convention, and 
our 2014 SAIA-Corobrik Awards evening which culminated in the 
long awaited Durban 2014 UIA Congress. The success of the 
afore-mentioned events, have once again proved that no matter 
how insurmountable challenges may seem, with focus, 
perseverance and courage, nothing cannot be conquered.  
I hope that everyone who was in Durban from the week-end of the 1st August until 
the end of the 2014 UIA Durban Congress returned home physically exhausted, but 
mentally recharged and intellectually enriched. On this score I wish to thank everyone 
within and outside our ranks, for ensuring that we did not allow ourselves to be an 
embarrassment in the face of the world but rather set higher benchmarks for future
congresses.

After all has been said and done, the whole world will join our own society in 
watching our performance as architects, beyond UIA Durban 2014, as to :-
•how we are going to build upon the solid foundations anchored on resilience , ecology

and values.
•how we are going to ensure that the stimulus we gained recently is infused into the

legacy we committed to create for our society in transition and for the sustainable
future of our country’s built environment.

We have undertaken to strengthen ties with our government structures, in ensuring 
that the principles contained in the National Development Plan become realizable 
during our time. We have further undertaken to play a far more proactive role, 
towards the implementation of BRICS (countries) infrastructure developmental 
initiatives. I, once again, appeal to all our membership to avail themselves in setting 
workable solutions towards these commitments.

Read more online...

Treasurer, UIA
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The views expressed in this publication are not necessarily SAIA’s views.
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CEO's Corner

Read more on website...

SAIA’s Successful Hosting Of UIA Durban 2014

After numerous sleepless nights and anxious moments, SAIA successfully hosted the UIA Durban 
2014 World Congress. A special word of appreciation goes to the Durban 2014 Organizing 
Committee members who worked tireless to put the event together despite the “tight shoe 
string budget”. The event gathered momentum in the days leading up to the opening ceremony.  
Hats off go to all our members who participated in the event. The standard set in this last World 
Congress has indeed left huge shoes to be filled by the next host of the event.

National Convention & SAIA Corobrick Awards

As part of the parallel events leading to the UIA Durban 2014 World Congress, SAIA held its 
National Convention and Corobrick Awards at the Durban International Conference Centre. The 
attendance of the National Convention needs to be improved in future and there are different 
interventions being considered in this respect.

On the other hand, the SAIA Corobrick Awards event was a major success and the standard set in 
this year’s event placed SAIA and Corobrick on a new platform of excellence. Plans are underway 
to further improve the next such event

Brief On SAIA Activities

SAIA is getting more and more involved in engagements with different stakeholders in the built 
environment. Our relationship with the Department of Public Works (DPW) has indeed improved 
and we plan to consolidate on this firm footing going forward.

As we fill our vacant positions at the National Office, we should be able to improve our 
benefits and service delivery to our members.

Our Strategic Direction

We still urge our members to take note of our Strategic Direction which was approved by the 
Board earlier this year. 

Mission

“A collective Voice serving the interests of Architects in pursuit of excellence and responsible 
design”

Closing Word

As l close off this newsletter article, l would like to thank the President, the Vice President and 
the Board members for their support in driving our organization forward. I do note that there 
will shortly be some changes to Board members representing the different regions. I would 
like to thank the outgoing Board members for their sterling efforts.

CEO, SAIA
Obert Chakarisa

http://saia.org.za/?p=2825


Words from UIA President, Albert Dubler
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Response to the Durban Congress 2014: “Architecture Otherwhere”

The reverberations issuing from the theme of our Congress, "Architecture Otherwhere," have 
surpassed all of our expectations.

The theme, which raised many questions, opened the debate on August 3rd 2014, and we hope 
that the debate will continue.

Durban’s Architecture Otherwhere demonstrated that there is indeed another path for architects, 
a vision Joe Noero shared with us, a way to reclaim the nobility of our profession and to assert our 
independence from the vulgarities of globalisation.

There is another approach to leading a team of architects, according to Kjetil Thorsen (Snøhetta) 
in order to transform architecture into holistic art. We have before us another image of Africa, 
shared by Diébédo Francis Kéré, another vision of China shown by Wang Shu.

There is another way to address our responsibilities, demonstrated by Cameron Sinclair, another design method shared by Toyo Ito.

The congress went beyond its framework, pouring out into the streets, Warwick Junction, the Beer Hall, but also onto the beaches.

The public questioned our Congress.  Durban citizen Rose Molokoane, speaking on behalf of Slum Dwellers International, a non-
governmental organization in which she serves as secretary general, demonstrated the difficulties, but also the dignity of the 
women who create their own environment in under privileged parts of the city.  A demonstration of people with reduced mobility 
brought the issue of universal access as a fundamental human right to the table, in fact, to the very door of the Congress.  

The UIA’s General Assembly turned out to be inspired by twenty years of democracy in South Africa, daring to confront difficult issues, 
and even in the midst of the debate, managed to reinforce its unity.

The General Assembly in Durban also succeeded in finding consensus with all partner organizations, from the regional to the cultural 
and beyond (UN Habitat, Future 2030) in order to produce the Durban Declaration.

Architecture Otherwhere showed us the way to a different, more purposeful world, in which we architects have committed: 

- To people, all people and not only the 2 % who compose the wealthiest, to an inclusive world and no longer to an exclusive world.
- To a world in which universal accessibility is viewed not as a regulatory constraint, but as the expression of a fundamental human  
   right. 
- To a world whose dwellers will have a voice, and in which multinational companies or governments will not impose hegemonic
   visions, a world in which we will engage with our real clients: the human community.
- To the environment, to reduce the impact of the built world, to the fight against climate change, to reduce our emissions and to help 
   adapt the most endangered regions with all the possible partners.
- To our fellows, through sharing the contacts created in Durban. This Congress has been a true hub of exchange, and not a trade show 
  of the most distressing banalities and the craziest extravagances. The global solidarity of architects has emerged fortified and more 
  solicited. We owe it to ourselves to make the most of this enriching solidarity.

The views expressed in this publication are not necessarily SAIA’s views.

UIA President, Albert Dubler



Hassan Asmal - President
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The Durban 2014 Congress – some reflections and thoughts……………

The road to Durban 2014 began in 2005 when Trish Emmett as part of her involvement in the UIA 
and AUA after SAIA had been readmitted to these bodies following the 1994 elections mooted the 
idea of the UIA Congress being hosted in South Africa. At the time South Africa had successfully 
hosted the Rugby World Cup, Cricket World Cup and the Soccer World Cup was in the making. 
Other major world events such as the international Aids Conference had either been hosted or were 
in the planning stages. South Africa was the good news story at the time and people such as Trish 
through their contributions were also making their impact on the UIA and AUA structures through 
their contributions.

A feature of the whole process was that it was run with limited funds. The bids were put together on shoe string budgets and while 
we expected money to be raised easily for a world conference that has been held every three years for the past 75 years the world 
economic crises put paid to this. As a result the team worked almost to the very end with limited funding.

Through careful financial management, cut backs in certain areas and creative use of funding and resources we got into a positon 
to deliver what has been considered to be a world class event. The cutting back strategy, which was necessary, almost got us into 
other problems. The rush in registrations over the last few days meant we ran short on bags and printed material and more had to 
be procured at short notice; almost overnight.

Read more online...

UIA Durban 2014-Organising Committee

Achieving the ‘OTHERWHERE’ vision

Read more online...

Karen Eicker- Commissary General

The response to the UIA2014 Durban World Congress has been overwhelmingly positive, 
thanks to the vibrant and convivial energy generated at the event that created a space of 
meeting, interaction and community; and the reach of the content and the impact that it 
has had on those who attended.

We, the UIA2014 working team and Organisation Committee, have had phenomenal 
feedback about the high calibre of the keynote speakers, the engaging panel discussions 
and programme as a whole, the inspiring exhibitions in the ICC and DEC, and the exciting 
street activations and public projects around the city – which have all been absolutely inspiring.

We have also had tremendously positive comments in respect of how the event was organised – indeed, at the post-event report back by 
the UIA2014 Executive Team at the UIA General Assembly on 9 August, we received a standing ovation from the over 250 UIA delegates 
present. Since then, we have been receiving messages of congratulations and thanks from around the world.

Hassan Asmal

Karen Eicker

http://saia.org.za/?p=2782
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Amira Osman - General Reporter
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Read more online...

UIA Durban 2014-Organising Committee

Fringe Events and Activation of the City

Read more online...

Nina Saunders - City Liaison

From the 3rd – 7th August 2014 Durban hosted the International Union of Architects Congress. 
UIA 2014 Durban received over 4 000 delegates from over 100 countries. Durban, and its people, 
created the most amazing backdrop to the event with inspirational city activation projects.

ARCHITECTURE OTHERWHERE has been interpreted, re-interpreted, adopted and adapted; it has 
triggered people's imagination and has translated into OTHERthinking and OTHERpractice. It has 
generated many responses and influenced our vocabulary and how we look at OTHERplaces and 
OTHERcommunities. OTHERWHERE became an invitation, not only to invent new words, but also 
encouraged us to invent a new way to engage in meaningful professional conversations.

As General Reporter, I aimed to reflect the thinking and intentions of the Scientific Committee – 
a group of people that have inspired and offered a sense of direction for the event. I have been 
collaborating closely with, and constantly advised by, the core members of the committee: 
Hilton Judin, Mokena Makeka and Mphethi Morojele. This core committee was supported by the 
larger Scientific Committee which had well-known South African practitioners/academics as well 
as UIA-appointed representatives from the five UIA world regions.

The “World Cup of Architecture” has come and gone – there is still 
much work to do! 

A significant intention of the Congress was to activate the City during the course of the event to 
demonstrate “otherwhere in action’. This was done in a number of ways - the first was to call 
for the ‘otherwhere projects’ though a public process. All these projects are outlined in the 
Everywhere Guide to Otherwhere  (www.uia2014durban.org/visitingdurban/fringe.htm). The 
fringe projects provided the opportunity for citizens of the City to participate with the Congress 
and for the delegates to feel part of the City. A number of collaborations across professional 
fields and continents made this rich adjunct to the UIA 2014 event.

A total of 65 events took place around the City ranging from exhibitions, like Rodney Harber 
retrospective exhibition entitled ‘Architype Architect’ at the urban Art Gallery to installations 
like the ‘Rush Hour’ installation along the N3 freeway -  a collaboration between the Dala 
collective and Berlin-based Raumlabor. Tours and workshops were also conducted, notably 
for the KZNIA, the perennial “Be an Architect  for a Day” workshop which was hosted with 43 
learners from Kwamashu, giving them an introduction to the profession.

Amira Osman

Nina Saunders

http://saia.org.za/?p=2784
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From Start to Finish, Trish Emmett, Treasurer, UIA
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What about trying to get the UIA World Architecture
Conference?

This was the question posed to us in 2004 by the marketing department of the Durban 
International Conference Centre when Jan Ras was President of SAIA and I was Vice 
President. I had become an Africa Union of Architects Council Member in 2003 so when I 
became President of SAIA later in 2004, bidding for the world congress seemed an excellent 
means to showcase African Architecture and South African architecture in particular. Hassan 
Asmal became Vice President of SAIA and together with Nina Saunders representing the City 
Of Durban who gave us incredible support, Jan, Hassan, Nina and I became the 2004 team, 
the architects who had been working on this project for 10 years.

We realised that we needed the support of the Africa Union of Architects in our bid. At our 
AUA meeting in Stellenbosch in 2004, I tabled the request and was told to return better 
prepared at the next meeting in Dakar. This time the support was unanimous. I was offered a 
seat on the UIA Council for their last Council Meeting for the 2002 – 2005 triennial. The 
meeting took place in Tokyo as they were bidding for the Congress for the third time. I 
returned home very dejected and told the team working on the bid that Tokyo were a 
certainty to win (to such an extent that other cities had already withdrawn). Jonathan 
Edkins, the Chief City Architect, who gave so much support and encouragement told us that 
we would bid and lose but then we would go back in three years and succeed.

And so it happened. We bid against Tokyo in Istanbul. By then we had enlisted the assistance 
of Peter Engblom who designed the components of the stand as well as the audio visual 
presentation. Nina and I were still redesigning the stand in Istanbul when everyone else was 
finished and had left the building. Rodney Harber did the main presentation and we had the 
incredible presence of Jean Jacques Kotto, the President of the Africa Union of Architects as 
well as the Director General of Public Works. We lost by 18 votes but three years later we 
bid against Singapore in Turin and won by two votes. We still had Peter Engblom working on 
the stand and the audio visual but we took two Moyo face painters and together with the 
Africa Union again, we captured the imaginations of the world body. Fanuel Motsepe did the 
main presentation and we were also accompanied by the Minister of Public Works, Minister 
Thoko Didiza. Chief Tokunbo Omisore represented the AUA as its President.

I had chaired the Bid Committee when we won but by then the bid had developed an 
energy of its own. Hassan Asmal took over as the President of UIA 2014 Durban and signed 
the contract with Louise Cox as UIA president at a meeting in Dar es Salaam. We had a stand 
as the next host city in Tokyo in 2011 to delegate boost for our Congress. My role on the UIA 
evolved from being a Council Member. When we won the bid in Turin, I had become the Vice 
President for Region V, Africa the previous day. I could still stand for another term after that 
so I became the Treasurer of the UIA in 2011. At the end of our Congress, I was so incredibly 
proud of our team, when watching from ‘the other side of the fence’ representing the UIA, 
they received a standing ovation from the world body of architects on achieving a 
remarkably successful Congress.

Read more online...

Trish Emmet
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Tumbleweed Communications was appointed to handle the PR/ Communications for 
UIA2014 Durban ‘architecture OTHERWHERE’.

Public Relations & Media Communications activity began formally in November 2013, with 
primary activities including the organization of two MEDIA LAUNCHES; the creation of a 
MEDIA PACK of general information for distribution to Media & other interested parties; the 
compilation of a MEDIA LIST of Media contacts both nationally & internationally, with whom 
to communicate and disseminate information; the establishment of a group of local & 
international CHAMPIONS, who would get the word about the Congress out in their circles of 
influence; the setting up channels of communication with key INDUSTRY ROLE PLAYERS an 
the identification of KEY ISSUES & ANGLES for Media to talk about in relation to the Congress 
and the key objectives.

Closer to the Congress, activities moved into the setting up and managing of the MEDIA 
ACCREDITATION process; arranging MEDIA VISITS & INTERVIEWS, in order to drive 
registrations and create interest in the event; preparing & distributing COMMUNIQUES & 
making personal CONTACT with all spheres of the Media and finally initiating & writing 
Congress articles, supplements and other material to promote the event as widely as 
possible.  The UIA2014 Durban was also fortunate to receive incredible and overwhelming 
advertising & editorial support from the (Print) Trade Media, a number of Architectural 
Websites and a local Durban Media Partner, The Mercury newspaper, as part of a Trade 
Exchange barter.  

Public Relations & Communications for UIA2014 Durban 
'architectureOTHERWHERE'

Read more online...

Joanne Hayes
Public Relations

Social Media Report for UIA 2014 Durban was Klout

RedQ was responsible for crafting and implementing a communication strategy on Twitter, 
Facebook and Instagram.  These platforms were successfully used to grow and engage an 
online community of supporters to promote the congress; participation, academic themes and 
programme. The building of a relevant community of champions was complemented by 
introductory training and subsequent social media input from the student committee.

On the first day of the congress the #UIA2014 hashtag was the number one talked about topic 
on Twitter in Durban with tweets being generated from Durban, across South Africa and from 
all corners of the globe, including the USA, Australia, Ireland and India.  

Over the four days of the congress, the Twitter account reached an average of over 104, 588 
unique accounts daily with a minimum of 30 accounts contributing to the online conversation. 
The Facebook account grew its impact from a post reach of 78 with engagement from 43 
accounts in January to a post reach of 9,500 with up to 2,000 accounts engaging with the 
UIA2014 account in August 2014.

Thandi O'Hagan, 
Social Media Specialist

Read more online...
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Corobrik SAIA Awards of Merit and For Excellence
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SAIA’s Stars Shine Brightly

On 1 August 2014, the winners of the Corobrik SAIA Awards of Merit and for Excellence were announced at a glittering gala dinner. 
Black with splashes of vivid green symbolised an evening full of contrasts and excitement. While jet coloured candelabra and lighting 
resembling stars shone from above, indigenous green floral table decorations brought life and colour to the décor. While this 
backdrop gave a sense of grandeur to the occasion, elation and expectation hung palpably in the air. And, there was certainly a 
sense of grandeur, with a number of celebrities present, including:

• Dignitaries from the Department of Public Works, and  significantly, the MEC for Human Settlements and Public Works, Mr Ravi
Pillay and the Director for Marketing and Public Relations, Ms Lindie Nemavhidi.

• Representatives from the eThukwini municipality, including, Councellor Logie Naidoo
• UIA Office Bearers, including, the UIA President, Mr Albert Dubler and UIA Secretary General, Mr Michael Barmaki.
• Corobrik Executives, including Managing Director, Dirk Meyer and Marketing Director, Peter Kidger.
• Executive Director for the Commonwealth Association of Architects, Mr Tony Godwin.
• Registrar of SACAP, Marella O’Reilly.
• Members of the UIA Durban 2014 Organising Committee: Hassan Asmal (President), Amira Osman (Head of the Scientific

Committee), Karen Eicker (Commissary General) and Nina Saunders (eThukwini Liaison).
• UIA Treasurer, Trish Emmett
• Adjudicators, including SAIA’s President and Convenor, Mr Sindile Ngonyama; Annemarie Meintjes, Deputy Editor of Visi and

Eminent Lay Person; Malcolm Campbell, Prominent Architect and Academic; Peter Kidger, Sponsor Representative and Professor
Paul Kotze, Academic.

• Presidents of the Board of Representatives for the South African Institute of Architects as well as SAIA President, Sindile Ngonyama
and CEO of SAIA, Obert Chakarisa.

• Members of the media, including those from leading media houses.
• Heads (or representatives of Heads of Architectural Schools).
• Dignitaries from the African Union of Architects.
• All award winning architects.

While formal in nature, Jason Goliath, comedian, punctuated the event with informality and sporadic laughter was heard throughout

COROBRIK SAIA AWARDS OF MERIT AND EXCELLENCE EVENT

"The Awards evening went off superbly and proved a fitting way to showcase the fine 
architecture that has been produced in recent years.  Corobrik was indeed proud to be a part of 
the Awards of Merit and Excellence programme and to be associated with the professional way 
that SAIA honoured the architecture of their colleagues."

A Word from our Sponsor, Managing Director Corobrik, Dirk Meyer

the evening.

Read more online...

Dirk Meyer
Managing Director, Corobrik

http://saia.org.za/?p=2790


Penelope Sebe, Executive PA, SAIA
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Fresh Winds Sweep Through SAIA Office
Penelope Sebe, 28 years old and full of enthusiasm, has joined the SAIA Office as 
Office Manager & Executive Assistant to SAIA CEO. Penny shares a little about herself…

I am a dynamic, multi- talented young woman who is excited to have joined the South 
African Institute of Architects (SAIA). The journey at SAIA thus far has been interesting 
and an eye-opener in terms of how the Built Environment contributes to the day-to-
day experience of people in the world. Who would have known that buildings could 
speak to us? I only took note of that recently when I started looking at building as 
master pieces and not just spaces that host people. 

I hold an NQF 6 certificate in Project Management acquired through Wits University as 
well as a Digital Marketing Professional Diploma which was obtained at the Digital 
Marketing Institute. I am currently studying towards a Bachelor of Arts degree in 
Communication Science through Unisa, which I am aiming to complete mid 2016 and 
thereafter pursue an Honours and Masters Degree in Brand Communications 
Leadership through Vega.

As an individual, full of zeal to making a difference, I hope to add to SAIA’s growth by 
using my skills as I believe that our Institute is vital to our South African legacy, which 
needs to be shared with many generations to come.

 I am a philanthropist at heart, and in my free time I often find myself exploring ideas 
that will bring about hope to children who are in need of physical, emotional and 
mental support. I know that I cannot change the world by helping all children that are 
in dire need of love and warmth, but I hope one day to bring a remarkable change to a 
child that once believed all hope was lost.  

INTRODUCTION

Win a Belgotex SDX Soft Reflection Rug 
from Top Carpets & Floors

With spring in the air here’s your chance to spruce up your home with a stylish rug to bring style to an 
empty space. The prize in this edition is a  Belgotex SDX Soft - Reflection rug measuring 9 inches by  12 
inches. To Win this Prize, simply answer the following question and send your answer to 
marketing@saia.org.za by Friday, 7 November 2014.

What benefits would you like SAIA to offer its members?

Your Chance to Win Win a Belgotex SDX Soft Reflection 
Rug from Top Carpets & Floors



Tim-Hewitt Coleman Shares his Views 
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The End of Excellence

I have never visited Paris, but I have just last night visited a fantastic exhibition of excellent buildings and 
spaces, right here at the grand old Athenaeum in Central Port Elizabeth, called “100% Paris”

Visiting exhibitions and events of this sort always gets me thinking and this time was no exception. It got 
me thinking about “Excellence” and especially excellence in the built environment. What is it? What is 
its purpose? Has its time passed? Is excellence a means to an end? Or is excellence an end in itself?

Because, I am quite sure, if you were to ask anyone who ever visited, Paris, or London or any other 
beautiful city, to speak of what was most memorable of their visit, they would speak of the built 
environment. They would speak of the bridges, the steeples and the spires. They would speak of the 
parks, the walkways and the avenues. 

I am pretty confident, that after having returned from London or Paris,  you would not speak of how 
neatly the accountants prepare their balance sheets, or with what precision the doctors sew up their 
stiches after an appendectomy.  Yes, of course these disciplines are indispensable to our civilisation, but 
we must confront the truth that there is something very significant and lasting about the impression that 
the built environment makes on us.

So, what about Port Elizabeth? Yes, we have some beautiful places. We have the Donkin Memorial, City 
Hall and Feather Market Centre. We have an extraordinary collection of buildings, parks and spaces in 
Central. There are some parts of our city that are truly excellent, but  many of these are all very old 
buildings and places.  So, I ask: are we still able to create excellent spaces? Or, have we moved into and 
era beyond “ the end of excellence”?

I ask this because, excellence is under threat. Around the world it is being beaten up and kicked in the 
teeth. Excellence is being bludgeoned simultaneously by a gang of three thugs. I am not afraid to name 
them.

Thug number 1 – “Mediocrity”
“Mediocrity” is a politically correct thug. “Mediocrity” says that perusing excellence is unfair because then 
not everyone gets a chance. “Why should people that are un-talented, unmotivated and generally useless 
not also get a chance?”

Thug Number 2 – “Competition” 
“Competition” is dressed like a respectable accountant, but still very much a thug. “Competition” says 
that “if it can’t be measured, it can’t be managed”.  “What makes Central better than Charlo? What 
makes the North End Stadium better than the Boet Erasmus? What makes Architect A, better than 
Architect B? Show me the calculation! Is it longer? Is it heavier? Does it have more light bulbs?”

Thug Number 3 – “Compliance”
“Compliance” is a mouse-like, lawyer-like, thug? Compliance says “excellence” what is this? Where in the 
rules does it say we have to create an excellent city? “Compliance” says, we have made rules designed for 
stopping corruption and thievery, “What more do you want?”.

Read more online...

Tim-Hewitt Coleman
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When a pair of local veterinarians noted that no one had ever charted the anatomy of a rhino, they had no idea they 
were about to launch a new front in the fight to save South Africa’s precious rhino population. With a little help from their 
professional community, they managed to raise funds to buy a rhino-sized scanner and the highly specialised software 
needed to map their unique physiology, and launch their foundation, Saving the Survivors, the formidable duo rescue and 
rehabilitate the many rhinos that survive poaching attacks – as well as their orphaned babies.

Put the right people together, 
and a couple of local vets can 

take on a global scourge.

www.pps.co.za

pretoria
2012

Find out why it pays to keep 
the right company

#joinourtable



Real Office Simulation:
TTrainees will spend the 10 days in an office 
simulation, learning how to solve real 
issues that arise in an architectural office & 
solving them on the spot. This experience 
provides the trainee with the knowledge 
on how to solve current or future issues in 
the office environment.

FFrom project set-up, beginner topics to 
project collaboration, expert topics. The 
training will touch on everything ArchiCAD 
has to offer including tips to ease your 
workflow.

Training Dates:
1 – 5/12/2014 & 8 -12/12/2014

TTraining Regions:
 • Durban
 • Johannesburg
 • Cape Town

To make a booking e-mail 
andre@archicad.co.za
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We will be providing a ArchiCAD Master-
class series ranging from Absolute 
Beginner to Advanced user training. 

During the 10 days, trainees will be doing 
a real office workflow simulation includ-
ing topics such as Teamwork, Revision, 
IFC, Smart Tools, Rendering & more sce-
nario’s to get their ArchiCAD skill level to 
a maximum.

If you attend all 10 days training, the 
training is absolutely free. If you pass the 
ongoing testing, a cash prize will be 
awarded for an office year-end function! 
2 professionals per company are 
required & students are welcome too.

ThisThis training will prepare you for 
RegCON  acceptance level training.

Log onto archicadsa.org for more information, 
terms & conditions apply.

FREE ARCHICAD TRAINING FOR 
100% ATTENDANCE, CASH 
PRIZE FOR PASSING COURSE.

ARCHICAD
MASTERCLASS



How to import a 
site DWG & Google 
site image & scale 
it to the correct 

scale.

How to create a 3D 
site image & insert 
surrounding site 
buildings using the 
Morph Tool

How to export your 
model to BIMx, 
navigate in BIMx & 
how to use the cut 

plane.

How to design a 
conceptual 

building on the site 
using the Morph 

Tool.

How to render a 
awesome image of 
the concept.
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We are challenging our ArchiCAD users to an 
ArchiCAD shoot out. To qualify for a entry spot, you 
have to be one of the first 10 people to score above 
80% on the Graphisoft online test in your region 
www.graphisoft.com/learning/online_certification/

TheThe first 10 entries to email a screenshot of your 80% 
plus test result to andre@archicad.co.za will attend a 
preliminary round in their area and the best score of 
the day will win an iPad mini with wi-fi, 32 GB, loaded 
with BIMx Docs and if you are quicker than our 
trainer your prize will be UPGRADED to an iPad mini 
with wi-fi, 64 GB!

DDurban shoot out will take place on 28/11/14. Keep 
an eye on our monthly blog for other regional shoot 
out dates.

TheThe shoot out will test your skills on importing a 
DWG & site image, then scale it to the correct scale, 
placing some surrounding buildings using the Morph 
tool & modelling the conceptual building revealed 
on the day onto the given site & to lastly render some 
great shots of the design using ArchiCAD 18.

AA new site & concept design will be revealed on the 
shoot-out day. The finalist from each region will be 
attending the ArchiCAD Retreat 2015 in their region & 
if you finish before our trainer you win an iPhone 6 
Plus!

All you need to do is learn the tutorial below:
Search for”Designers’ Workflow” on Youtube
hhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QukQKJnBIqA

ARCHICAD
SHOOT-OUT 2014
Log onto archicadsa.org for more information, terms & conditions apply.
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